
This Week’s
Oral Vocabulary Words

Students do not need to know how to spell 
these words, but you should be able to use them 

in a sentence/have a conversation about their 
meaning from what we’ve learned in class :)

locate
route
model
height

separate
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Keeping You in the Loop:

Holiday Party: The class Holiday Party will be Thursday, 12/19, from 
2 pm - 2:45 pm.  SignUpGenius will be sent out in a couple of weeks.

Holiday Sock Exchange: This will be on Friday, 12/20, the ½ day 
before break! Bring in a pair of holiday socks to trade with another 
kiddo for our “Stinky Feet” and movie morning!!

Holiday Craft Donation: A HUGE thank you to those who have sent in 
money to help fund the class crafts for the holidays! I really appreciate 
it! I’m very excited about what our class will be creating! :)

Dates to Remember

11/27 - Break Begins

12/2 - School Resumes

12/20 - ½ Day of 
School - Break Begins!

1/6 - School Resumes

This Week’s Raider 
of the Week…

Raider
Bird

We will pick up with 
the Raiders of the Week 
from our classroom in 

December!



Raider PRIDE: With a Guest Teacher

PREPARED - Know what the classroom expectations are, even 
when Mrs. Hixson isn’t in the room

RESPECTFUL - Listening to directions, using kind language 
towards our guest teacher and peers with a good voice level

IN CONTROL - Staying in your own seat/spot and keeping hands 
and other objects to self

DETERMINED - Being focused and working as hard as you can

ENGAGED - Listening and following directions the first time
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Our Growth Mindset
Phrase of the Week:

All things are difficult before 
they are easy!

Words We Practiced This Week:

Please practice reading and spelling these words. 
Focus on the vowels used and what sound the 

vowels make in the word.
This week: ch, tch, ph, wh_

This week’s High 
Frequency Words:

around

by

many

place

walk

This Week’s Specials
(A Week)

M- Music
T- Gym

W- NO SCHOOL
Th- NO SCHOOL
F- NO SCHOOL

catch bunch matches whale

graph which  lunches laugh


